
Dispenses just-in-time 
color, in just the right 
amount, just steps 
away from your press.
With an AccuBlend™ dispenser on your floor, you’ll never 

have to wait for spot color deliveries. You’ll never have 

to delay jobs waiting for ink. Because with an AccuBlend 

dispenser, you can make the exact spot color you need 

any hour of the day, any day of the year.
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AccuBlend-HV™ for offset litho inks
Using mixing bases provided by your ink supplier, AccuBlend-HV can produce highly-viscous 

spot colors for conventional offset, dry offset, UV offset and metal decorating inks.

Its EcoFlow™ cartridges are filled by your ink supplier giving you the ability to make any 

color. Accommodating up to 18 cartridges, it gives you flexibility by having up to six extra 

slots for those bases you use most often.

Eliminate waste by making just what you need
When you need a large batch of spot color, don’t play it safe and over order. Order less 

and make up the rest of what you need to finish the job with an AccuBlend-dispensed 

perfect color match.

Achieve amazing color accuracy
For brand owners there’s no room for error when it comes to matching color, and 

AccuBlend lets you meet that demand with dead-on spot color accuracy down to 

+/- 0.001 per pound (0.5 gr) for every component that goes into the color.

Turn your old inventory into new ink
With AccuBlend’s unique software, you can take all that old ink inventory sitting on your 

shelves, blend it into new spot colors and you can recapture the value of it.

Keep your presses rolling and your clients happy
With immediate access to spot color you can schedule more rush jobs. And when clients 

want to alter color during press checks, AccuBlend can help you accommodate those 

requests in minutes.

Get maximum results with minimal training
GFI’s touch screen driven software, COLORBOOK™ makes functions easy and intuitive 

to use. If you can use a smartphone, you can use AccuBlend.

Available Positions: 18
Cartridge Size: 8 pounds (3.63 kg)
Scale Capacity: 50 pounds (25 kg)
Dosing Accuracy: (+/-) 0.001 lbs. (0.5 gr) per component
Monitor: 22” (55.88 cm) Touch Screen
PC: Windows Based
Dimensions: 38-1/4” (95 cm) W x 75” (190 cm) H x 44” (112 cm) D
Weight: 750 lbs. when empty (340 kg)
Power Requirements: 120VAC, 60 Hz, UL-NEMA 5-15, 2 pole
Air Requirements: 90-130 psi (6.2-9.0 bar)
Ink Types: All types of highly viscous paste inks

AccuProof-XP™: The fast 

and clean way to verify that 

your spot colors are dead-on 

before you go to press.

AccuMix-ML™: Tool-

free automated mixing for 

all types of highly-viscous 

paste inks.
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